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Abstract

This paper is devoted to the generalization of the tail mean -variance
portfolio selection model proposed in [3], under the assumption of a
elliptical distribution of returns. This leads to the use of the normal-
izations contained in [4]. The paper is completed with an arithmetical
application of the model.
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1 Introduction

According to [1] for portfolio returns R = xTX, where xT = (x1, x2, . . . , xn),
and q ∈ (0, 1) the Tail Mean-Variance (TMV) model is

TMVq(L) = TCEq(L) + λTVq(L)
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where L = −R. So,

TMVq(L) = TMVq(−R) =

= −µTx+ λ1,q
√
xTΣx+ λλ2,qx

TΣx

where λ1,q and λ2,q are some constants that depends on the level q.

So, the problem of the optimal portfolio selection is equialent to the problem
of minimazation of the function

f(x) = −µTx+ λ1,q
√
xTΣx+ λλ2,qx

TΣx (1)

under the restriction

1Tx = 1. (2)

In [3], demonstrated that the problem of minimization of (1) under the
restriction of (2) has the solution

x∗ = Σ−1BT (BΣ−1BT )−1c+
w∗

l

(
∆TQ−1,−∆TQ−1D12

)T
. (3)

where w∗ is the unique rational root of the quartic equation

w4 − 2kw3 +

(
f0 + k2 − 1

4α2

)
w2 − 2kf0 + k2f0 = 0 (4)

Since, the matrices µ and Σ are known as the matrices of means and
covariances-variances respectively, we have to compute to the form of the con-
stants λ1,q and λ2,q. The form of λ1,q and λ2,q depends on the distribution of
returns.

In [2] and [4] are demonstrated the computational procedure for the cal-
culation of the parameters λ1,q and λ2,q. The form of the parameters depends
on the distribution of the returns. If the returns are normally distributed then
λ1,q and λ2,q are given from

λ1,q =
φ(Zq)

1− φ(Zq)
(5)

λ2,q = 1− δqλ1,q where δq = λ1,q − Zq. (6)

If the distribution of the returns is not normal but another elliptical distri-
bution theλ1,q and λ2,q is more complicated.

In this paper we try to demonstrate an easier way to find the form of λ1,q
and λ2,q based on formulas (5) and (6).
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2 Application on stock data

Let us consider a portfolio consisting of 4 stocks from the Stock Exchange
Market of Athens. The four stocks are DEH (Public Power Corporation),
ETE (National Bank of Greece), ELPE (Greek Petroleum) and OTE (Greek
Telecommunications Organization). The data are the daily closing prices for
the period of 4/3/2009 to 4/3/2014 and the total count is 495 observations
for each stock. Below are given some general descriptive statistics about the
stocks.

First are the means of portfolio returns.

Table 1: Means of portfolio Returns

Stocks DEH ETE ELPE OTE

Means 0.00026 0.00024 0.00068 -0.00039

And the covariances of portfolio returns.

Table 2: Covariances of portfolio returns

DEH ETE ELPE OTE

DEH 0.00071097 0.00039597 0.00018118 0.00021328
ETE 0.00039597 0.00148722 0.00036997 0.00038133

ELPE 0.00018118 0.00036997 0.00050921 0.00016465
OTE 0.00021328 0.00038133 0.00016465 0.00055430

Next we have the histograms for the four stocks.
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We noticed earlier that that the form of λ1,q and λ2,q depends on the distri-
bution of the returns. So, we have to define first that. By using the Anderson-
Darling goodness of fit test we found that the best fitting distribution is the
Logistic.
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Table 3: Goodness of Fit Test

DEH ETE ELPE OTE

AD 0.423 0.235 0.594 0.346
p-value >0.250 >0.250 0.084 >0.250

The exact form of λ1,q and λ2,q for the case of the Logistic distribution
is given in [4]. Our idea is to standardize the Logistic distribution into the
Standard Normal and then compute the λ1,q and λ2,q from (5) and (6).

2.1 Standardization

So, let X the returns

X ∼ Logistic(µ, s)

with probability density function

f(x) =
exp

(
−x−µ

s

)
s ·
(
1 + exp

(
−x−µ

s

))2 (7)
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with mean and variance

E(x) = µ (8)

V ar(x) = σ2 = s2 · π
2

3
(9)

Let random vector Z with values in R and α ∈ R, b > 0. Suppose that

X = α + bZ (10)

Theorem 2.1 If the random variable Z has distribution function G, then the
random variable X has distribution function F which given from

F (x) = G

(
x− α
b

)
, x ∈ R (11)

Proof

F (x) = P (X ≤ x) = P (α + bZ ≤ x) = P

(
Z ≤ x− α

b

)
= G

(
x− α
b

)
Theorem 2.2 If the random variable Z has a continuous distribution with
probability density function g, then the random variable X also has continuous
distribution with probability density function fwhich given from the formula

f(x) =
1

b
· g
(
x− α
b

)
, x ∈ R (12)

Proof

f(x) =
∂

∂x
F (x) =

∂

∂x
G

(
x− α
b

)
= g

(
x− α
b

)
· ∂
∂x

(
x− α
b

)
=

= g

(
x− α
b

)
· 1

b

By the above we have that

X ∼ Logistic(α, s)

where the probability density function of the Logistic distribution is

f(x) =
exp (−x−µs )

b·(1+exp(−x−µs ))
2 , x ∈ R

and

E(x) = µ

V ar(x) = σ2 = s2 · π2

3
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Let now X = α + bZ where Z random variable such that Z ∼ N(0, 1).

E(X) = E(α + bZ) = α + bE(Z) = α

and

V ar(X) = V ar(α + bZ) = b2V ar(Z) = b2

But we said that we want to find the standardized family of distributions of
the returns, so we want into force µ = 0, σ2 = 1.{

E(x) = 0
V ar(x) = 1

⇒

{
µ = 0

β =
√

3
π2

So, the distribution family has the form

X ∼ Logistic(µ = 0, s2 =
3

π2
) (13)

and

f(x) =
exp (−z)

√
3
π

(1 + exp(−z))2
(14)

So, based on the above and [3] we can compute (4) and then (3) under the
restriction of (2). And in our case we found that

x∗ =


0.177243327169534
−0.080271044523808
−0.0481717552271064

0.951199472581381

 (15)

and the TMVq=0.95 risk measure for the portfolio with weights of (15) is

f(x∗) = 0.00697995016843245 (16)

and the TMVq=0.95 for each stock is on the below matrix.

stock TMVq=0.95

DEH 0.0008290718199694
ETE 0.0002226983878934

ELPE 0.0141750788490379
OTE 0.0194403823748207
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Appendix

Here is the code we used on matlab to compute all the results that appears
above.

format long g

%%%%% vector of means %%%%%

m=[0.00026; 0.00024; 0.00068; -0.00039];

%%%%% variance-covariance matrix %%%%%

V=[0.00071097 0.00039597 0.00018118 0.00021328;

0.00039597 0.00148722 0.00036997 0.00038133;

0.00018118 0.00036997 0.00050921 0.00016465;

0.00021328 0.00038133 0.00016465 0.00055430];

S=V^(-1)%inverse of matrix V

%%%%% restriction matrices %%%%%

B=[1 1 1 1];

b21=[1 1 1];

b22=[1];

B22=(b22)^(-1);

D21=B22*b21;

D12=D21’;

%%%%% partitions of matrices %%%%%

m1=[0.00026; 0.00024; 0.00068];

m2=[-0.00039];

v11=[0.00071097 0.00039597 0.00018118; 0.00039597 0.00148722

0.00036997; 0.00018118 0.00036997 0.00050921];

v12=[0.00021328; 0.00038133; 0.00016465];

v21=[0.00021328 0.00038133 0.00016465];

v22=[0.00055430];

%%%%% %%%%%

Q=v11-v12*D21-D12*v21+D12*v22*D21

kiou=Q^(-1)%inverse of matrix Q

delta=D12*m2-m1%=12*2-1

L=((delta’)*(kiou)*delta);

l=sqrt(L)

f0=B*S*B’
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%%%% calculation of a,b and k %%%%

a=5.26737999;

b=0.258041;

k=l/(2*a*b)

%%%%% calculation of optimal solution x* %%%%%

w=0.014592

u=S*B’*(B*S*B’)^(-1);

c1=delta’*Q^(-1);

c2=-delta’*Q^(-1)*D12;

C=[c1 c2];

C’

x=u+(w/l)*C’

%%%%% TMV %%%%%

fx=-m’*x+0.258041*sqrt(x’*V*x)+1.3592*x’*V*x

%%%%% for DEH %%%%%

x1=[0.177069000462424; 0; 0; 0];

f11=-m’*x1+0.107647*sqrt(x1’*V*x1)+10.8319*x1’*V*x1

%%%%% for ETE %%%%%

x2=[0; -0.0803127429426326; 0; 0];

f22=-m’*x2+0.107647*sqrt(x2’*V*x2)+10.8319*x2’*V*x2

%%%%% for ELPE %%%%%

x3=[0; 0; -0.0494557969052606; 0];

f33=-m’*x3+0.107647*sqrt(x3’*V*x3)+10.8319*x3’*V*x3

%%%%% for OTE %%%%%

x4=[0; 0; 0; 0.95269953938547];

f44=-m’*x4+0.107647*sqrt(x4’*V*x4)+10.8319*x4’*V*x4
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